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1. Introduction

The physical intelligence embodied in soft
robots and their ability to conform to
complex topographies have made them
attractive for applications ranging from
robot navigation on unstructured terrain
to exoskeletons for wearable haptics.[1–5]

Several approaches have been presented
for the actuation of soft robotic devices,
including fluidics (pneumatics and hydrau-
lics), smart materials responsive to external
stimuli, and tendons driven by electric
motors.[3,5,6] Among these actuation meth-
ods, pneumatic actuation has proven to be
the most popular due to the commercial
availability of control components (electro-
mechanical valves and pumps), ease of
power delivery, high system bandwidth,
robust fabrication methods, and the
existence of lightweight actuators.[6–9]

Furthermore, pneumatics offer versatility
in modes of actuation, providing both
positive pressure to inflate or pressurize
bladders[10] and vacuum to achieve variable

stiffness,[11–13] which present a multitude of opportunities for
controlling soft robots.

However, a significant challenge in pneumatic actuation is the
scalability of fluidic control systems.[3,6,9] The sophistication and
complexity of many soft robots critically rely on the simultaneous
and independent control of multiple actuators.[6,9,14] While it is
possible for multiple actuators to be powered through a single
pressure source such as an electromechanical pump, in a direct
actuation paradigm, each actuator would still require a dedicated
electromechanical valve for independent operation. Thus, a prac-
tical challenge in designing soft robots with many degrees of
freedom (DOF) is the size, cost, and modularity of common elec-
tromechanical components (e.g., solenoid valves, pumps, relays,
etc.),[4,9,14] which in a direct actuation paradigm scale linearly
with the number of DOF (Figure 1). Efforts to miniaturize elec-
tromechanical valves and pumps have proven beneficial.[15–18]

However, miniaturization of valves and pumps decreases
performance metrics such as control bandwidth, maximum pres-
sure, and viscous losses.[9] Alternatively, pumps actuated using
eletrostatic forces have been demonstrated for controlling each
actuated DOF.[19,20] However, these pumps are not capable of dis-
placing large volumes and generating high flow rates as desired
in many soft robotic devices. Thus, direct actuation of soft robots
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A fundamental challenge of pneumatically powered soft robotic devices is the
scalability of fluidic control systems to address each actuated degree of freedom,
as the required electromechanical valves are bulky and expensive. Previous
solutions have compromised the reprogrammability and/or the bandwidth of the
fluidic system. This article describes and models a fluidic subsystem, a fluidic
matrix circuit (FMC), that enables the independent control of many (N2)
actuators using a limited number (2N) of electromechanical valves. The fun-
damental unit, a fluidic logic module (FLM), generates a bidirectional pressure
signal (vacuum or positive pressure) based on the state of the mass flow through
it. Thus and array of pneumatic actuators can be addressed individually using an
array of FLMs integrated into a matrix (i.e., an FMC), with electromechanical
valves to switch the mass flow through each row and column of the matrix.
The resulting refresh rates are an order of magnitude faster than previous
approaches. This concept with a prototype FMC able to control 25 actuators
using 10 electromechanical valves for applications including a fluidic shape
display and a wearable haptic vest is demonstrated. This approach could enable
more complex and sophisticated soft robotic devices with scalable control
hardware.
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and haptic devices significantly restricts the maximum number
of individually addressable DOF (Figure 1).

One attempt to resolve the design issues associated
with electromechanical components is the development of
electronics-free pneumatic controllers.[21–25] For example,
pneumatic circuits that rely on self-sustained pneumatic
oscillators enable continuous periodic actuation of soft robots
without electromechanical components have been presented
recently.[21–26] A common design paradigm for this is a soft,
bistable valve that uses a pressure signal to switch the state of
the internal membrane and to control the airflow.[22] These valves
can be combined to create more sophisticated control elements
such as logic gates, shift registers, pressure sensors,[21] and oscil-
lating circuits inspired by central pattern generators (CPGs) in
nature.[23,27] Similar approaches for the design of fluidic circuits
using equivalent fluidic circuit elements like transistors, diodes,
and pressure-driven oscillators have been presented.[28–30] For
example, Gallardo et al. presented a soft fluidic amplifier that
can be used as a component to construct fluidically driven com-
puting circuits for autonomous soft robots.[30] Alternatively, coor-
dination of multiple DOF through viscous flow dynamics within
the pneumatic circuit can produce rich and adaptive actuator
behaviors.[31,32] Similar approaches for periodic sequential flow
generation have also been implemented in microfluidics[33]

However, these design approaches do not rely on valves for con-
trolling each individual actuator and thus are capable of actuating
many DOF through a common pressure source and without
electromechanical components. Both of these design approaches
are only capable of a limited number of actuation patterns,[31,32]

and the system cannot be reprogrammed during operation.[4,9]

Thus, the scalability and controllability of soft robots are still
severely restricted when using current approaches that employ
electronics-free pneumatic circuits.

A promising method for addressing the scalability of actuation
for soft robots is inspired by electronic demultiplexer
circuits.[34,35] A fluidic demultiplexer is a pneumatic subsystem
that uses combinations of multiple flow lines using quake valves
to control individual actuators.[36] Through appropriate design,
these systems are capable of drastically reducing the required
number of electromechanical valves (N) required to indepen-
dently control a large array of actuators (2N�1; Figure 1A).
Fluidic demultiplexers were initially developed based on micro-
fluidic valves[37] suitable for applications that had low flow
rates.[6] More recently, control of large array of soft actuators
using time-division multiplexing has been demonstrated at
larger scales for soft robotics applications.[34,38] A major chal-
lenge of fluidic demultiplexers for robotics and haptics applica-
tions is that they are in general only able to control actuator at a
time .[34] Thus, the refresh interval of an actuator array increases
proportionally with the number of actuators[9,34] (Figure 7B).
These limitations in the control bandwidth of individual actua-
tors due to viscous effects lead to a high refresh time for an array
of actuators and make this control method impractical for many
applications that require high bandwidths and flow rates.

A fluidic demultiplexer circuit has been inspired from a elec-
tronic demultiplexer that is commonly used for applications such
as to control 7-segment displays.[39,40] However, large form-factor
light-emitting diode (LED) displays (commonly known as
dot-matrix displays) avoid using demultiplexing, but instead
use a fundamentally different circuit design. A dot-matrix displays
consists of LEDs arranged in a 2D matrix with cathodes
connected together in each row and anodes connected together
in each column[39,40] (see supplemental section Electrical
Inspiration for the Fluidic Matrix Circuit: the Dot-Matrix Display
for more details). The circuit is then time multiplexed to display
an image on the dot-matrix display. This approach design enables
a compromise between the number of independent inputs
needed to control large array of LEDs and the maximum refresh
rate for the dot-matrix display. We analyzed this fundamental
working principle of the dot-matrix display circuit used to control
a large LED display (i.e., in a dot-matrix display)[39,40] to conceive
the design of our fluidic system (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). The basic element in the display, an LED, is anal-
ogous to a resistor element with a p–n junction diode. However,
an actuator (or a bladder) in a fluidic system is an equivalent to a
capacitor and cannot represent a direct analog to an LED for the
equivalent fluidic circuit. Hence, constructing a fluidic circuit
equivalent to a dot-matrix display required an intermediate
circuit element that can generate an actuation signal based on
the state of the mass flow through the circuit element
(Figure 2B). Based on these requirements, we designed a fluidic
circuit consisting of “fluidic logic modules (FLMs)” as interme-
diate circuit elements in an array analogous to the dot-matrix dis-
play (Figure 2A–C). The FLM produced vacuum and positive
pressure at the output line based on whether the mass flow
through it is enabled or disabled (Figure 2D–F). These FLMs
were connected within a matrix we called a “fluidic matrix circuit
(FMC)” that enabled the individually addressing any actuator in a
large array as shown in (Figure 2).

This work presents a fundamentally different approach to the
independent control of many pneumatic actuators that bridges

Figure 1. Comparison of the fluidic matrix circuit (FMC) with the conven-
tional hardware used for fluidic control, including one-to-one electrome-
chanical valves (direct actuation) and the fluidic demultiplexer presented in
literature. The plot shows the number of individually addressable actuators
controlled as a function of the number of electromechanical valves used in
the system, as reported in previous literature. The FMC enables the control
of 25 individually addressable actuators using only 10 electromechanical
valves for input.
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the tradeoffs between direct actuation and fluidic demultiplexing.
Inspired by electronic circuits that drive dot-matrix display, we
call this fluidic subsystem a FMC which enables the independent
control of a large array of actuators while using a limited number
of electromechanical valves (Figure 1). This work makes the fol-
lowing contributions to the field of fluidically actuated robotics:
1) efficient control technique for distributed DOF: we present a
fluidic circuit matrix inspired by a dot matrix display to individu-
ally address a large array of actuators (N2) using a limited num-
ber (2N) of electromechanical valves (Figure 2). Our proposed
fluidic circuit has a potential to achieve a refresh rate that is
an order of magnitude higher than demultiplexers previously
presented in the literature (Figure 7B); 2) Versatility of control
hardware: our control hardware is capable of generating both
positive pressure and vacuum without using any external vac-
uum pumps, which is highly beneficial for many applications
in soft robotics. We demonstrate the versatility of our control
hardware by controlling a shape display composed of
5� 5 tactors[41] and a wearable haptic vest; and 3) mathematical

modeling using analogous electrical circuit: we present a
lumped-parameter, dynamic response model for our fluidic
circuit to understand the relationship between the key system
parameters and the dynamic response of the circuit. Together,
these contributions enable fluidic control hardware that has
the potential to enable more complex and sophisticated soft
robotic devices that have been envisioned in the literature.[42–46]

2. Results

2.1. Design and Construction of the Fluidic Logic Module

An FLM consisted of a vacuum generator device (specifically, a
double-stage Venturi) connected in series with a one-way valve
(Figure 2A and S2, S3, Supporting Information). The vacuum
generator consisted of three main sections—a primary nozzle,
a mixing section, and a diffuser (Figure 2A and S2, S3,
Supporting Information). When a pressure source was con-
nected at the inlet of the vacuum generator, the primary nozzle

Figure 2. Design and construction of a fluidic matrix circuit (FMC) and a fluidic logic module (FLM). A) The fundamental unit of a FMC is a fluidic logic
module (FLM) consisting of of a vacuum generator connected in series to a custom-made one-way valve. The output pressure in the signal line of the FLM
controls the actuator corresponding to the FLM. B) Schematic of a 3� 3 FMC consisting of nine (9) FLMs connected in a matrix. Each FLM is connected
to one actuator. The FMC is controlled by sequentially addressing each row within the matrix using six (6) electromechanical valves. C) Logic explaining
how the switching of electromechanical valves is used to control the signal pressure from the FLM. D,E) When the pressure at the inlet of the FLM is
enabled, the state of the mass flow at the outlet is used to modulate the signal in the output line between positive pressure and vacuum. F) When there is
no pressure differential at the inlet of the FLM, the actuator retains its default state. Note that the boundary color of the actuator symbol indicates the
internal pressure, while the inner color indicates the state of the actuator.
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accelerated the airflow as described by Bernoulli’s equation. This
high velocity, low static pressure air flow exiting the primary noz-
zle induced a secondary flow from the suction chamber and
accelerated it along with the mixing chamber (Figure 2A,E).
This mass flow through the vacuum generator generated a
vacuum at the signal line connected to the actuator (Figure 2E).
When the mass flow through this vacuum generator was blocked
at the outlet of the vacuum generator, the steady-state pressure in
the signal line connected to the actuator was equal to the pressure
at the inlet of the vacuum generator (i.e., downstream pressure,
Figure 2D). When there was no pressure at the inlet of the FLM,
the pressure in the signal line was atmospheric pressure
(Figure 2F). Thus, we can generate a bidirectional (positive
pressure/vacuum) pressure in the signal line based on the states
of the electromechanical valve connected to the corresponding
FLM.

Building on the vacuum generator designs reported in the
literature,[47–49] we conducted empirical tests to determine the
design parameters of a vacuum generator used in the FLM.
Since the design of an FMC was a system design and integration
problem involving a complex network of fluidic resistances,
optimizing the vacuum generator as a stand-alone component
would not necessarily reflect an optimum system design when
the vacuum generator was integrated with the full FMC (see sup-
plementary section “Design and fabrication of FMC” and “Effect of
the system resistance on the performance of the FMC” for more
details). Since the cross-section at the exit of the primary nozzle
was the narrowest constriction within the FLM, the diameter at
the exit of the primary nozzle was the most significant factor that
determined the fluidic resistance of the FLM[50]. We considered
the tradeoffs between the fluidic resistance of the vacuum
generator and the maximum vacuum generated by the FLM
and selected the vacuum generator with a 1.39mm diameter
at the exit of the primary nozzle as the optimum in our use case
(see supplementary sections “Effect of the system resistance on the
performance of the FMC” and “Characterization of FLM” for more
details).

The one-way valve in the FLM prevented the backflow of air
into the FLM and insulated the rows in the FMCs from any cross-
interference from the pressure signal inside the columns.
Without a one-way valve, the mass flow through an activated
FLM generated an undesired pressure signal along the neighbor-
ing FLMs connected to the same column. The one-way valve
design consisted of a glass marble that was loaded by gravity
on an O-ring (Figure 2A).

2.2. Working Principle of the Fluidic Matrix Circuit

The working principle of the FMC was inspired by an equivalent
electrical circuit found in an LED dot-matrix display.[39,40] The
FMC was a 2D matrix of FLMs where the inlets of all FLMs con-
nected together for each row and outlets of all FLMs connected
together for each column (Figure 2B). An actuator connected to
any FLM within the matrix was individually addressed by control-
ling the mass flow through the two electromechanical valves con-
nected to the corresponding row and column of that FLM within
the matrix (Figure 2B,C and Movie S1, Supporting Information).
Similar to the dot-matrix display,[39,40] the entire set of actuators

connected to the FMC was addressed one single row at a time.
Thus, the working principle of the FMC can be explained by
understanding how a single row of FLMs within the matrix
was used to update the state of actuators connected to that row.

The array of actuators connected to the FMC was refreshed by
sequentially addressing each row within the matrix for a short
period of time (Figure 2B). A row of FLMs connected to one inlet
manifold within the FMC was addressed by opening the electro-
mechanical valve at the inlet, enabling the airflow through that
manifold. Then, specific FLMs within the row were addressed by
switching the states of the electromechanical valves in the respec-
tive columns connected to the outlets of the FLM (Figure S4 and
Movie S1, Supporting Information). Figure S4, Supporting
Information shows how the state of actuators connected to a sin-
gle row of FLMs within the FMC gets updated from State-i to
State-iv. In the default state, there was no pressure signal differ-
ential from the output lines, and the actuator maintains its state
(Figure S4(State-i), Supporting Information). When the mass
flow through the inlet was enabled, the output lines either have
a pressure or vacuum signal depending on the state of the elec-
tromechanical valves on the output manifolds connected to the
respective FLMs (Figure S4(State-ii), Supporting Information).
The tactor (piston) was either extended (actuated) or retracted
depending on the pressure signal from the FLM connected to
the actuator (Figure S4(State-ii), Supporting Information). The
pressure signal from the FLMs was switched by switching the
states of the electromechanical valves on the output manifolds
(columns in the FMC) for the corresponding FLM (Figure
S4(State-iii), Supporting Information). This ability to control
the pressure signal in the signal line for each FLM in the row
enabled us to control the actuators connected to the FLMs
(Figure S4(State-iv), Supporting Information). We created the
FMC by arranging multiple such rows of FLMs in an array, where
any actuator connected to a particular FLM within the matrix was
actuated by addressing the two electromechanical valves connected
to the corresponding row and column. Using this sample
principle, we describe the implementation of the FMC to control
a 2.5D-shape display and a haptic vest (Figure 4 and 6).

2.3. Analytical Model for the Fluidic Matrix Circuit

Since we operated the FMC by sequentially addressing each row
of the matrix, we used pneumatic-electrical analogs to model an
individual row of the FMC to understand the dynamics of the
fluidic circuit (Figure 3C,D). Each individual row of the FMC
was formed by connecting together multiple FLMs in parallel
using an inlet manifold. The flow of air through this inlet mani-
fold was controlled using a solenoid valve connected to a pressure
source (Figure 3B). Since the diameter at the throat of vacuum
generators within the FLMs (diameter at throat= 1.39mm) was
significantly smaller than the inner diameter of the inlet and out-
let manifolds (inner diameter of the inlet manifold= 9.52mm),
the fluidic resistance of the manifold was neglected. Hence, an
individual row of the FMC can be represented as a lumped
parameter system with FLMs represented as resistors Rv

[50]

(Figure 3C,D)). The resistance due to the bends in inlet manifold,
solenoid valve, and the pneumatic connections between the pres-
sure source and the input to the solenoid valve was
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represented as Rsys. We used a single row (channel) of FMC (con-
taining 5 FLMs) with an equivalent volume of outlet manifolds
and actuators attached to each channel to measure the pressure
response of the at each FLM. However, during operation of an
integrated 5� 5 FMC, an intentional leakage had to be intro-
duced within inlet manifold of the FMC to avoid any pressure
buildup within inlet manifolds due to leakage in the one-way
valves. We used experimental methods to calculate the
fluidic resistances within our FMC as Rv ¼ 12.979� 107

and Rsys ¼ 2.4� 107 Pa-s kg�1 (see Supplemental sections
“Characterization of the Fluidic Logic Module” and “Effect of the
Resistance of the FLM on the System Performance” for more details).

The equivalent circuit parameters to predict the positive pres-
sure response at the input to the actuators depending on the
states of electromechanical valves connected to each column
along the output manifolds. When the solenoid valve along
the output manifold was closed, the air had to fill the entire

volume within the output manifold in addition to the volume
of the actuator to generate a positive pressure response within
the actuator (Figure 3C). This volume within the output manifold
and the actuator was represented as an equivalent pneumatic
capacitance Ccol and Csyr, respectively

[50] (Figure 3C). This equiv-
alent pneumatic capacitance was proportional to their respective
internal volumes and calculated assuming isothermal compres-
sion, using Equation (1),[50] wherem is the mass of air within the
capacitor, P is the pressure in the capacitor, M is the molecular
weight of air, Tatm ¼ 298K is the atmospheric temperature, R ¼
287J KgK�1 is the ideal gas constant

Cres ¼
dm
dP

¼ V0M
RT

(1)

The resistance of the tubing that connects the FLM to the
actuator was modeled using the Darcy–Weisbach Equation (2),

Figure 3. Design and modeling of the fluidic matrix circuit (FMC) connected to control a 5� 5 shape display. The shape display A,B) containing 25
individually addressable actuators is controlled using a 5� 5 fluidic matrix circuit (B). C,D) An equivalent electrical circuit (for actuation and retraction) for
a single row of the FMC controlling the corresponding actuators on the 2D shape display. The FLM module can be represented as an equivalent fluidic
resistance. The throat section within the primary nozzle of the FLM contributes majorly to the resultant fluidic resistance of the FLM. E,F) Representative
trials showing the dynamic pressure response in the signal line controlling the actuators using the FMC during actuation (positive pressure, (E)) and
retraction (vacuum, (F)). We used a source pressure of 30 psi, and Rsys was significantly higher as compared to other resistances (negligible leakage).
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where m
:
is the mass flow rate of air for a pressure drop of P

along with the tubing, L is the length of the tubing, D is the
diameter of the tubing, and μ is the viscosity of air. This
tubing resistance was inversely proportional to the fourth
power of the diameter of the tubing and could significantly affect
the dynamic pressure response within the actuator when long
and small diameter tubing (i.e., tubing with high resistance)
was used to connect FMC with the individually addressable
actuators

Rtube ¼
ΔP
m
: ¼ 128μL

πρD4 (2)

When the solenoid valve connected to a particular output
manifold along the column was in a closed state, the steady-state
pressure at the signal line from the FLM was equal to the
downstream pressure in the input manifold (Figure 2B). The
dynamic pressure response within the actuator connected to
the signal line was modeled using the equivalent electrical circuit
described in Figure 3C). The response time of the pressure within
the actuator depended on the total number of solenoid valves in
the open (Nopen) and closed state (Nclosed) (Nclosed þ Nopen ¼ 5).
The circuit shown in (Figure 3C) is a second-order system, and
the transfer function for the pressure response within the actuator
was derived using Kirchoff ’s law. The transfer function for the
pressure response during actuation is represented in
Equation (3), where P, Q, and R are system parameters which
are functions of Nopen, Nclosed, Ccol, Ccol, Rv, Rsys, and Rtubing

(see supplemental section “Deriving the Dynamic Pressure
Response of the F.M.C.” for more details). Figure 2E shows the posi-
tive pressure response in the signal line with different combina-
tions electromechanical valves in closed state

PactuationðsÞ
Ppump

¼ 1
Ps2 þQsþ R

(3)

When the solenoid valve connected to a particular output manifold
along the column was in an open state, a steady-state vacuum was
generated at the signal line of the FLM. The magnitude of the vac-
uum generated (Pvac) was a function of the pressure at the inlet of
the FLM module (P1). Figure 3D shows the circuit during retrac-
tion of the actuator when a vacuumwas generated at the signal line
of the FLM due to the entrainment effect in the vacuum generator.
Figure 2F shows the vacuum response in the signal line with dif-
ferent combinations of electromechanical valves in closed state.

The dynamic pressure response calculated using the analytical
model for a single row of the FMC can be used to predict the
actuation period for each row and the refresh rate for the entire
array of actuators controlled by the FMC. Figure 3E,F shows the
representative trials for the pressure and vacuum response of a
single row within the FMC. For our design, the steady-state pres-
sure reduced with the increase in the number of valves in the
open state (Figure 3E), and the steady-state vacuum increased
with the decrease in the number of valves in open state
(Nclosed ¼ 0 and Nopen ¼ 5) (Figure 3F). For the source (pump)
pressure of 30 Psi, the (measured) maximum actuation pressure
(in closed channels Nc) is 30 Psi when all the valves on the outlet
channels (columns) are in closed state (Nc ¼ 5, No ¼ 0). The
(measured) maximum vacuum pressure for the source pressure

of 30 Psi is 5.02 Psi when one valve connected to the outlet
channel is having a solenoid valve in open state as shown in
Figure 3F (Nc ¼ 4, No ¼ 1).

The reliability of the output parameters (time constant (τact),
steady-state pressure (Pact), and vacuum (Pvac)) for pressure
response of the FMC calculated using the analytical model
depends on the accuracy of the measured input parameters
for the circuit (fluidic resistances (Rsys, Rv) and capacitance
(Cact, Ccol)). We used Monte-Carlo simulation to analyze the
effect of variability of design parameters of the circuit on the
characteristic output for dynamic pressure response. The simu-
lation shows a maximum error of�8.00% (1.31 Psi) in the steady
state pressure from the mean value (16.4 Psi), with 68% confi-
dence in case of Nc ¼ 1 (No ¼ 4) (see Supplemental Section
Modeling the dynamic pressure response of FMC for more details).
Similarly, in case of the signal vacuum, the simulation shows a
maximum error of �13.5% (0.669 Psi) from the mean value
(4.94 Psi vacuum), with 68% confidence in case of Nc ¼ 4
(No ¼ 1). The dynamic response of the FMC is absolutely stable,
and any leakages within the system can be identified using the
method described in Modeling the Dynamic Pressure Response of
FMC.

2.4. Demonstrations Using the Fluidic Matrix Circuit

2.4.1. Shape Changing Display as a Pattern Generator

We demonstrated the implementation of our FMC for control-
ling a fluidically driven, shape-changing display with 25 indepen-
dent actuators arranged in a 5� 5 array (Movie S2 and S3,
Supporting Information). Each actuator within the matrix con-
sisted of a single-acting cylinder with a tactor (i.e., a probe)
attached to the rod side of the piston. When the row correspond-
ing to an actuator was addressed, the piston was either extended
or retracted depending on whether there was positive pressure or
vacuum signal from the FLM (Figure 2B,C). This two-
dimensional array of actuators was refreshed by sequentially
addressing each individual row within the matrix for a short
period of time. The total refresh interval of the 2D-shape
display was equal to the sum of the refresh intervals required
to update the states of all actuators connected to each row
(refresh interval for each row= 1.5 s). This 5� 5 shape-changing
display could be used as a tactile device to physically display
information through static shape patterns (Figure 4 and
Movie S2, Supporting Information). The shape-changing
display could render various shape patterns including a variety
of geometric patterns, numbers, letters, graphics, or incoming
visual data from other devices (Figure 4 and Movie S2,
Supporting Information). Figure 4 illustrates some examples
to demonstrate the possible applications of our shape-changing
display. Each frame of the information rendered on the 5� 5
shape display was dynamically updated by sequentially address-
ing one row of tactors at a time (Figure 4A). In addition, we dem-
onstrated the shape-changing display rendering every frame of a
“Snake game”, as the position of the “snake” was dynamically
updated on a 5� 5 grid (Figure 4B and Movie S3, Supporting
Information).
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Previous work had demonstrated a 5� 5 interactive shape dis-
play controlled using a pneumatic system.[51] Since the actuators
in this display required both pressure and vacuum for operation,
the pneumatic system to control such a 5� 5 display consisted of
50 electromechanical valves (25 for pressure circuit and 25 for
vacuum circuit) to be able to individually address each actuator.
Our FMC was able to control a similar size (5� 5) array, with
similar actuation requirements, using ten (10) electromechanical
valves.

2.4.2. Surface Profile Generator for Object Manipulation

We demonstrated the use of the 5� 5 shape display, controlled
by the FMC, to generate desired patterns to convey and manipu-
late objects (Figure 5 and Movie S4, Supporting Information).
Tactors were used to generate height profiles to confine the
object within a cage and to guide the motion of the object along-
side the desired path (Movie S4, Supporting Information). As the
rendered pattern changed, we leveraged the force generated by
the dynamic actuation and retraction of tactors to move the object
along the desired path (Figure 5). The height profile generated by

the shape display was also used as a passive constraint to arrest
the motion of the objects during manipulation. We demon-
strated the pattern generation for object manipulation to convey
a ball along the row, column, and diagonal of the shape display
(Figure 5 and Movie S4, Supporting Information). The ball
weighed 141.5 g, and the average velocity of the ball was
0.2mmin�1.

2.4.3. Pneumatically Powered Haptic Vest

We demonstrated the implementation of the FMC for controlling
a haptic vest consisting of inflatable airbags that provided force
feedback to the user when a bag was inflated (Figure 6 and Movie
S5, Supporting Information). The haptic vest designs with inflat-
able airbags (pouch motors) with individually addressable
electromechanical valves was inspired from.[52] We designed a
computer interface where the user clicked a button to actuate
a corresponding pouch on the vest and experienced the sensation
of being hit by a soft object (e.g., snowball) (Figure 6A and Movie
S5, Supporting Information). When the user selected a pouch
from the interface, the valve activated the corresponding row

Figure 4. The fluidically driven, shape-changing display controlled using the FMC can render a variety of geometric data, graphics, and static patterns. The
information rendered by these patterns can be perceived either visually or by moving the fingers over the display. A) Snapshots while sequentially updating
the states of actuators in each row to display a checkerboard pattern. B) Snapshots of various frames that were rendered while simulating a “snake game”
on a 5� 5 grid. The shape display rendered a smile when the player wins.
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and column for the FLM connected to the pouch, which then
inflated the pouch for 0.5 s (Figure 6A). The pouch was then
rapidly deflated to give a sensation of being hit by a soft
object. The deflation of the pouch was accelerated by generating
a vacuum using the FLM corresponding to the pouch, rather than
only relying on the elastic restoring force of the soft material.
We calculated the response time (Figure 6B) of the pouches
by using the equivalent electrical circuit previously described
in Figure 3C,D. We compared the pressure response at the outlet
connecting to the pouch with our analytical model (Figure 6B).
We used a source pressure of 30 psi and measured the response
without attaching the pouch to avoid any interference due to the
dynamics of the pouch. The actuation pressure in the presence of
the flexible pouch would be less than the measured value, and
would depend on the fluidic capacitance and dynamics of the
pouch. The discrepancy during vacuum can be attributed to
the simplification in the analytical model which neglects the tran-
sition effects as the signal from the FLM instantaneously
switched from positive pressure to vacuum.

3. Discussion

This work presented a novel fluidic control technique (using
FMC) that addresses the challenge of controlling a large array

of individually addressable actuators using a limited number
of electromechanical valves. Our approach was enabled by study-
ing the fundamental working principle of a dot-matrix display
circuit[40] to conceive the components for an equivalent fluidic
circuit. To test the concept of our equivalent fluidic circuit
(viz. FMC), we prototyped a design of an FMC using an array
of size 5� 5 to control an array of 25 individually addressable
actuators using only 10 electromechanical valves. We demon-
strated the implementation of our control hardware to actuate
a 5� 5 shape display. We also demonstrated the implementation
of FMC to control a wearable haptic vest for applications in vir-
tual environments. We presented a lumped-parameter time
responsemodel to analyze the critical design parameters and pre-
dict the dynamic response of our system. The lumped-parameter
circuit using equivalent electrical analogs was accurately able to
predict the response times and the steady-state pressures within
the circuit, and gives the general guidelines for how the changes
in circuit parameters influence the performance of the system.
The FMC was capable of achieving an actuation response of
2.2 Hz (or an actuation response time of 0.45 s). We believe that
the FMCs are scalable and can control N � N actuators with 2N
electromechanical valves with a refresh rate that is an order of
magnitude higher than demultiplexing techniques presented
in the previous work.[34,35] In case of micro-fluidic demulti-
plexers, although a combination of demultiplexers can be used

Figure 5. Demonstration of the shape display as a surface profile generator for object manipulation that is controlled using the FMC. Time lapse of
2D-shape display controlling and manipulating a spherical object. The height profile generated by the shape display is also used as passive constraints,
and the object is manipulated in the desired direction by controlling the surface profile.
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to decrease the total refresh interval (Figure 7B), they still do not
offer the high refresh rates desired for many applications con-
taining a large array of actuators. Additionally, our control
approach using FMCs is versatile and can generate both positive
pressure and vacuum, which is especially useful for applications
in soft robotics.[1,5,9] Since fluidic demultiplexing[34,53] is the only
other subsystem that allows for independent control of a large
array of individually addressable actuators, we offer a qualitative
comparison of our approach with fluidic demultiplexing in
Figure 7A.

The fluidic system to control and manage several individually
addressable actuators, as demonstrated in this work, has the
potential to enhance the sophistication and complexity of many
soft robotic devices reported in the literature, for e.g., refs. [42-
44,46,54,55]. Several concepts of soft robotic devices presented in
the literature have envisioned complex robot designs with many
distributed DOF.[3–5,9,55] However, due to limitations in the

control hardware, most of these envisioned concepts have been
demonstrated with only a low-fidelity prototype.[4,9] Many soft
robotic devices described in the literature require the control
hardware capable of managing several DOFs to achieve the
potential that is envisioned, e.g., refs. [15,42-44,46,54]. The flu-
idic control hardware presented in this paper would enable the
design of soft robotic devices with many distributed DOF that
can be individually addressed. Additionally, the ability of an
FMC to generate both positive pressures and vacuum is espe-
cially useful for controlling soft robots that simultaneously desire
both vacuum and positive pressure for efficient fluidic actu-
ation.[5,51,52] This work also demonstrates the largest number
of degrees-of-freedom controlled independently (25) with high
flow rates, as compared to previous techniques used in soft
robots.[9]

The ability to independently control several actuators with
minimal latency is of great interest for applications in haptic

Figure 6. The fluidic matrix circuit (FMC) is used to control a pneumatically actuated haptic vest. A-i) A custom interface communicates with the elec-
tromechanical valves within the FMC A-ii) to activate the row and column corresponding to the FLM connecting to the pouch A-iii). The corresponding
pouch A-iii, Figure S9, Supporting Information) on the haptic vest is inflated. B) Dynamic pressure response within the signal line in the absence of pouch
(effectively a zero-volume pouch). The FMC pressurizes the pouch for 0.5 s and then vacuums it for evacuating the air inside. Actuation pressure is 30 psi.
C) The user wearing the haptic vest for multimodal feedback while interacting with the VR environment. The front and back of the haptic vest was turned
inside out to display the pouches on the vest. The haptic vest had 18 pouches connected to the fluidic circuit.
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displays.[4] Previous work has demonstrated tactile displays and
interfaces using fluidic systems for controlling the array of
actuators on the display.[4,46,56,57] However, similar to soft robotic
devices, the number of individually addressable control lines
available to address each actuator has restricted the resolution
of these displays.[45,46] Recently, commercial entities have devel-
oped a significant interest in designing fluidic logic circuits for
reducing the number of electromechanical valves required to
control a large array of actuators, especially for applications in
wearable tactile gloves.[58,59] The fluidic control methodology pre-
sented in this paper has a promise to make such tactile displays
scalable by enabling a high resolution of actuator arrays that can
controlled without proportionally increasing the size or the cost
of the control hardware.

This work presented here focused on a fundamental innova-
tion in the system-level integration of fluidic systems by design-
ing a fluidic circuit (FMC) inspired from an equivalent electrical
analog (dot-matrix display). However, the design of the FMC pre-
sented in this paper requires steps for component and circuit
assembly. In the future, we envision that such a circuit could
be manufactured on a single chip using low-cost manufacturing
techniques, like injection molding, which would make the sub-
system compact. The current design of 5� 5 FMC occupies a
volume of 24� 14� 3 cubic inches. However, we believe that
the form factor of FMCs can be miniaturized using the designs
of venturi tubes and check vales (basic components of FLM)
reported in microfluidics.[60,61] Although the demonstrations
described in this paper have concentrated on controlling actua-
tors that can hold their state, our fluidic system technique can
also be used to control soft actuators if we introduce damping
in the fluidic circuit. The modeling of the fluidic circuit pre-
sented in this paper might offer some insight into the methods
by which damping can be introduced in the circuit; however, we

leave the detailed analysis for future work. The scalable FMC pre-
sented in this paper have the potential to enhance the complexity
of fluidic devices used for applications in soft robotics and haptic
interfaces.

4. Experimental Section

Design and Fabrication of the Fluidic Logic Module: The design of the
FLM consisted of a vacuum generator in series with a one-way valve
(Figure 2 and 3). The FLM consisted of three parts—the primary nozzle,
the mixing chamber, and the end cap. All the parts were 3D printed using
a commercial SLA printer (Form2, Formlabs Inc with ClearV4 resin). A
neoprene O-ring with 1=2 inch inner diameter (I.D.) and 5=8 inch outer
diameter (O.D.) is used at the interface between the primary nozzle
and mixing chamber. A neoprene O-ring with 13=16 inch I.D. and 1 inch
O.D. is used at the interface between the mixing chamber and end cap.
These O-rings result in an air-tight assembly of the FLM. An end cap that
can be detached facilitates the assembly of the one-way valve. The one-way
valve consisted of a glass marble with an approximate diameter of
16.5mm resting on a neoprene O-ring with 1=2 inch I.D. and 11=16 th
inch O.D. (see supplementary materials, “Design and Fabrication of
Fluidic Logic Module” section for more details).

Assembly of the Fluidic Matrix Circuit: The FMC presented in this paper
consists of 25 FLMs connected in an array of size 5� 5 (5 rows and 5
columns) controlled using 10 direction control valves (Figure S3,
Supporting Information). The FLMs are mounted on a wall-mounted
acrylic sheet (with 60mm horizontal spacing and 150mm vertical
spacing). The FLMs are secured using 3D-printed mounts and zip-ties.

The inlets to all (5) FLMs in a row are connected together using an inlet
manifold. A 2/2 direction control (D.C.) valve (DVP2D series, Nitra pneu-
matics) connects the inlet manifold for each row to a pressure source. The
outlets to all (5) FLMs in a column are connected together using an outlet
manifold (Figure S3, Supporting Information). A 2/2 D.C. (DVP2D series,
Nitra pneumatics) valve exhausts the outlet manifold to the atmosphere
(Figure S3, Supporting Information). A soft plastic tubing with I.D. 3=8
inch and O.D. 1=2 inch was majorly used to connect all the fluidic

Figure 7. Qualitative comparison of the fluidic matrix circuit (FMC) with the conventional hardware used for fluidic control, including one-to-one
electromechanical valves (traditional pneumatic components) and the fluidic demultiplexer (micro-fluidic circuits). A) Qualitative comparison of
performance of FMC using criterias defined by McDonald et al.[9] B) Theoretical approximations of refresh rates for 900 individually addressable actuators
as a function of the number of electromechanical valves (using DEMUX and FMC). We assume the refresh interval per inflation cycle for an actuator as
1 s. The FMC enables controlling an individually addressable array of actuators with a refresh rate that is an order of magnitude higher as compared to
using any combination of demultiplexer(s) using the same number of electromechanical valves. Refer Table S1, Supporting Information for more details
on the calculation of the refresh rates.
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components (manifolds, FLMs, 2/2 valves) in a matrix circuit. The 2/2
D.C. valves were controlled using a microcontroller (Arduino Mega), using
relays to step up the voltage to 24 V. The inlet and outlet manifolds were
custom designed to avoid any sudden change in the direction of flow and
to minimize the fluidic resistance.

Characterization of the Components Used in the Fluidic Matrix Circuit:
We experimentally calculated the fluidic resistances for the fluidic logic
module (Rv) and the fluidic control system (RðsysÞ) within our operating
pressure range (See Supporting Information, “Characterization of FLM”
and “Effect of the system resistance on the performance of the FMC” sections
for more details). We compared our experimental calculations for fluidic
resistance with empirical results based on previous work. The transfer
function for the dynamic response of the circuit was derived using
Kirchoff ’s law (see supplementary materials, “Transfer Functions to
Calculate the Dynamic Pressure Response of the F.M.C.” section for more
details).

Design and Fabrication of the Shape Display: The shape display consisted
of a 2D array of actuators arranged in a 5� 5 pattern (Figure S12,
Supporting Information). Each actuator consisted of a syringe with a
16.5mm diameter and 10mL actuation volume. The actuators were
mounted on a laser-cut section and each actuator was separated by
40mm between them (Figure S12, Supporting Information). The piston
side of the syringe was connected to a cylinder of diameter 25 mm, height
of 100mm, and weight of approximately 40 g. The stroke length of each
actuator within the shape display is 55mm (Figure S12, Supporting
Information).

Design and Fabrication of the Pneumatically Actuated Haptic Vest: The
haptic vest consisted of an array of 18 PET pouches embedded in a layer
of silicone. These pouches were then attached to a medium-size vest to
enable haptic feedback to the user on their upper body (Figure S11,
Supporting Information). Each pouch was 60� 60mm, embedded in
silicone (90� 90), and separated by 120mm from the adjacent pouches.
The pouches were connected to the FMC with a tube with a length of
2.75m and I.D. of 1=16 inch.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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